Control Bionics offers a suite of dedicated speech generating devices and accessories to give people living with complex communication and physical needs their voice. Our product range is more intuitive and flexible than ever.

ControlBionics.com
(855) 831-7521

Combining touch, eye control, and EMG/spatial control with communication software, the NeuroNode Trilogy provides a flexible communication solution for those with complex speech and physical needs.

POWERFUL DEVICE
Established, trusted equipment to efficiently run the system.

HIGH-TECH EYE GAZE
Gain control and access to communication with the user’s eyes.

NEURONODE SENSOR
Less tiring and more consistent for the user than traditional access methods.

COMBINATION OF 3
Multimodal access allows the user to increase speed and ease of communication.

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
Gives the user tools to express themselves and communicate independently.

FUNDING OPTIONS
Our team guides your client through funding so they can focus on what matters most.

24/7 SUPPORT
The user will always have a resource to help with their device.
FASTER SPEED, LESS FATIGUE

The NeuroNode Trilogy is a speech-generating device with three access methods that make the user more efficient in communicating.

Combining touch control, eye control and the NeuroNode sensor, the NeuroNode Trilogy is the intuitive and flexible solution that fits the user’s needs. The NeuroNode Trilogy’s unique multimodal access allows the user to significantly increase communication speed and output.

At the heart of the NeuroNode Trilogy is the NeuroNode, a sensor which offers the combined power of EMG and 3D spatial control. This allows users to choose muscle control or movement control to operate the NeuroNode Trilogy all in one small, wearable device.

STANDARD CONFIGURATION

The NeuroNode Trilogy is offered with a Windows-based tablet. This is our standard offering and is highly recommended.

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

The NeuroNode Trilogy is available using a Smartbox Grid Pad device with the same NeuroNode technology. The same great benefits and 3-in-1 solution found in the NeuroNode Trilogy, now available on a Smartbox Device.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

- Dedicated Speech Generating Device
- Device Charger
- Eye-tracking Camera
- Eye-tracking Camera Connector Cables
- Language Software - Full License
- NeuroNode*
- NeuroNode Accessory Kit

* The NeuroNode is billed separately as a speech generating device accessory under code E2599

USERS EXPERIENCED A 47% INCREASE IN TYPING SPEED WHEN USING EYE GAZE WITH EMG SWITCHING